
Pakistan, despite the bruised economy, enjoys the tele-density of 70.91 percent (as of October 
2016 - PTA) and the cheapest rates for the mobile internet (3G/4G LTE Data Plans for as low as 
$5/10GB). A large amount of over 40 million smartphone users is virtually online.

Even though as a developing country, we take pride in quoting the aforementioned stats, but in 
reality, it also empowers people with little or no knowledge of ethical use of technology with easy 
and swift access to high speed internet, and thus enabling them to carry out their activities with 
effortlessly.

And most of the times, it is found that women are on the receiving end.
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If physically and socially mobility along with many other restrictions weren’t enough, Pakistani women 
are gradually being barred from the virtual or online spaces too.

The strategies of the rotten lot on the internet are pretty monotonous. They start by setting up 
multiple digital identities - mainly by copying other people’s data - to collect personal information of 
women in order to harass them online, which mostly connects itself to the offline or real world too.

Easy availability of cheap software and hardware that allow anyone to infiltrate mobile devices and 
computers and steal someone’s social movements have further added to this already growing problem.

Naturally, this makes women more vulnerable to getting harassed online.

The need to address and counter online harassment is critical now than ever considering the fact 
that such experiences confine and traumatise women to the extent that they stop using the internet 
altogether out of fear for their lives.

Even though anyone can fall victim to cyber-harassment. But through some preventive measures, we 
can fight back and protect ourselves online.

Efficient measures to protect yourself online:

Here are some of the most efficient practices that can be adopted to a) avoid the chances of online 
harassment through the use of personal data, and b) apt and timely reactions to counter online 
harassment.
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1 - Setup strong passwords and change them regularly

Never underestimate the power of a strong password. It’s the first line of defense for your digital 
presence. A strong password should:

• At least be 8-12 characters long
• Be a combination of alphabetic, numeric, and special characters
• Have at least one uppercase letter
• Not be shared with anyone and should not be written anywhere

Once a complex password is set, the second line of defense is to enable Two-Step Verification on your 
accounts. Most of the major social media and email outlets (Facebook, Twitter, Gmail) provide this 
feature for the added security of the users. It prevents the hacker from accessing your online accounts 
if they somehow manage to crack your password.
This is not all. It’s extremely crucial to change your passwords at least every three months. No two 
accounts should have a same password because it increases the chance of getting multiple accounts 
compromised if one of them is hacked.

If you suspect that somebody may have signed in to your account(s), change passwords to all your 
profiles as soon as possible to minimise the chances of getting hacked.
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2 - Report to the authorities immediately

Once you’ve taken the preventive measures for your passwords, report the possible hacking of your 
accounts to the relevant sites. All the large websites usually have a very responsive help centre and 
mostly reply to the queries within 24 to 48 hours depending on the nature of the complaints.

This step becomes more important if you’re unable to get the access to your account back.
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3 - Alert Family and Friends

After reporting the hacking, immediately generate a message to your friends and family to inform that 
your account has been compromised, and ask them to not communicate with the hacker who might 
pretend to be you online in order to get more information about you or the people in your friends 
list.

It’s important to inform your family, including your family and guardians of the incident, especially if 
you expect the things to go awry later on. Having your family’s confidence before matter goes out of 
hand is extremely essential.

4 - Do not cede to the blackmailer’s demands

There might come a point when the harasser/hacker starts blackmailing the victim and demands 
money and/or anything else in return of your private data. Do NOT give in. Do NOT entertain any of 
their demands at any cost.

There are high chances that the blackmailing continues even after you abide by their demands, and you 
can never be sure that they have deleted all the copies of your private data.
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5. Call Digital Rights Foundation’s Cyber Harassment Helpline

If and when the hacker starts blackmailing you, the next step should be to seek help from the experts. 
The Digital Rights Foundation launched Cyber Harassment Helpline to address the need of providing 
help to the victims of online harassment. The helpline is first of its kind in Pakistan and its services are 
entirely free-of-charge.

It can be reached at 0800-39393 from Monday to Friday 
between 9 AM to 5 PM, or at helpdesk@digitalrightsfoundation.pk.

The helpline aims at providing legal advice, digital security assistance, and psychological counselling to 
the callers. The information shared by them on this helpline will not be recorded and will remain safe 
and confidential and the service will be completely non-judgemental.

Details on the privacy policies and data collection of Digital Rights Foundation’s Cyber Harassment 
Helpline can be found at

http://digitalrightsfoundation.pk/home/cyber-harssment-helpline/
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6 - Report the harassment to FIA

In case the harassment or blackmailing take extreme turns, report to the Federal Investigation Agency’s 
National Response Centre for Cyber Crimes (Nr3C).

In order for them to investigate efficiently, you’ll need to provide a few details as anonymous reports 
are not accepted. FIA’s Nr3C department actively looks into the complaints and takes actions 
immediately. Their helpline number is 9911.

It’s necessary for you to do this as you’d want an official complaint filed against the criminal.
Before you lodge a complaint to Nr3C, consider a few points:

• If you’re a minor, ask your guardian to file a complaint on your behalf. You can also ask 
your friends and/or teachers, or anyone who trust, to help you lodge a report for you in 
case you don’t want your family to be involved.

• Remember: reporting a crime doesn’t only protect you from future harassment, but it 
also minimizes the chances of others being subjected to the same troubles as you.

• The report can be filed either by filling out the online form or by sending an email to 
helpdesk@nr3c.gov.pk with all the required information and evidences of harassment. 

NOTE: Take screenshots of all the conversations and logs of emails and messages that you receive 
from the harasser.

• Note that threatening calls do not come under the mandate of Nr3C. To address the 
issue, immediately file a complaint at your nearest police station. 
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7. Extend support to others

Online harassment can be as traumatising as offline bullying. Extend support to the victims of cyber 
harassment if you know somebody is experiencing it. Support from friends and colleagues is extremely 
important because most of the times, due to the nature of the harassment, families refuse to support 
the victim in hardest of times.

If the victim is unable to get the confidence of their family in case of blackmailing, contacting friends 
or anyone else in your support system is the best practice. There’s a chance that you’ll find somebody 
who’d be able to help, support, and guide you in such times. 
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8. Try to locate the hacker, if possible

As victims are usually terrified in such situations, it’s important for the family and friends of the 
victim to take charge and contact the authorities of the universities, colleges, workplace, or any other 
institution which the harasser is believed to be affiliated with.



Digital Rights Foundation extends its support and assistance to the 
victims of cyber harassment. A lot of information on how to protect 
yourself online and countering cyber harassment is available on 
DRF’s project Hamara Internet’s website
https://hamarainternet.org/

Hamara Internet is part of a Pakistani campaign initiated by the Digital Rights Foundation, which aims 
to protect Pakistani women against cyber harassment and promote a better understanding of using 
secure internet and mobile technologies.
Access to the internet has become essential for women, throughout the world to freely express 
themselves as the freedom of expression for them otherwise is nonexistent or very limited otherwise. 
It not only helps them share their thoughts, but it has become a vital part for them to seek opportunities 
for education and work.

However, the lack of assistance for Pakistani women and an internalised fear of security if they speak 
out against the unpleasant incidents they experience online, affects the already small portion of female 
population that has access to the internet in Pakistan, as families often blame and restrict their access 
if the case is reported.

It’s a known fact that for economies to flourish, women should be given equal rights and opportunities 
as men in all walks of life. But it’s often seen that Pakistani women are denied or discouraged to have 
the liberty of using the internet, which a bruised economy such is Pakistan - cannot afford.

To counter the root cause of it all, it’s essential that the government and civil society work together 
to raise awareness about digital security among the laypeople, along with strengthening the legal 
framework and remedies against cyber crimes that are proactive and provide support, safety, and 
confidence to the victims, rather than criminalising them for expressing their views online.

Now is the high time to take firm measures to tackle and solve the problem of cybercrimes and cyber-
harassment in all its glory.
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http://wdd.punjab.gov.pk/
wdd.punjab.gov@gmail.com
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